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2The Influence of Irrigated Soil Moisture on Modeled Land-Atmosphere Interactions and Simulated Flows in the SJV

Challenges for Atmospheric Simulations in California
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Research Questions
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What is the sensitivity of different soil moisture treatments in 
Numerical Weather Prediction models within the Central Valley? 





How does soil moisture affect:
• Near-surface Meteorology 
• Surface Turbulent Fluxes 
• Boundary Layer Height

How is the soil moisture within the Central Valley represented in 
Numerical Weather Prediction Models?

galexander@ucdavis.edu
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Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model V 3.8.1
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Model Specifications:
• 24 July 2016 – 8 Aug 2016

• First 24 hours spin-up
• North American Regional 

Reanalysis (NARR) Inputs
• USGS 28 Category Land 

Use
• Observational Nudging in 

Outer Domain

16 Km Resolution

4 Km Resolution

galexander@ucdavis.edu
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Run Number 1 2 3 4

PBL Scheme YSU YSU MYNN MYNN

LSM Model RUC Noah RUC Noah

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model V 3.8.1

Other Physics Options:
• MM5 Surface Scheme
• RRTMG Longwave
• RRTMG Shortwave

• Morrison Double 
Moment Microphysics

• Kain-Fritsch Cumulus

galexander@ucdavis.edu
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Soil Moisture Balance 
Between Evapotranspiration 

and Precipitation

Soil Moisture Balance AND
Minimum 20% Wilting Point

Cropland

Noah

RUC

LSM Precipitation Inputs:
• Dew Point Condensation 
• Drip from Canopy onto 

Bare Soil
• Precipitation:

• Not expected during 
California CV 
Summertime

WRF Land Surface Model Treatment of Cropland 
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• 41 Stations:
• Hourly T2, RH2, WS2, 

Incoming Solar Radiation
• Categorized through:

• K-means clustering based on 
spatial & meteorological 
correlations

Observations: 

7galexander@ucdavis.edu

California Irrigation 
Management Information 
System (CIMIS) Stations:
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Ensure to drive home the point that we clustered and checked through the two different methods (statistically correlated)



Observations: 
California Baseline Ozone 
Transport Study Flights 
(CABOTS):

• 6 flights: 
• 26 – 29  July  & 04 – 07 August 

2016
• Representative afternoon (11am -

4pm) values of:
• Planetary Boundary Layer 

Heights
• Surface Latent Heat fluxes

7galexander@ucdavis.edu
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SMAP Satellite Returns:
• L3 9 Km Grid Surface Soil Moisture:

• Daily composites of upper 5cm soil 
moisture returns

• L4 9 Km Grid Surface Soil Moisture: 
• Global model from NASA GEOS-5 

Catchment Land Surface Model

• Temporally averaged over WRF 
simulation period (15 days) for 
comparison 

L3

L4

Observations: 

Source: NASA Worldview SMAP
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Brief overview: SMAP L3 are composites of all of the cross satellite returns that have happened in a day (discrete band widths)SMAP L4 are model data from the NASA GEOS-5 Catchment LSM that assimilates data into model runs when possible
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Results – Soil Moisture
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Presentation Notes
Important to note that for the purposes of the SMAP comparison, these have been resampled to the same grid (9km)RUC: patchws of high soil moisture in the western part of the CV, while dry along the eastern half of the CV NOAH: no heterogenieity in the soil moisture, with a large dry swathe dominating the CV (outlined in black)SMAP L3: even drier than NOAH returns, with near zero soil moisture in the south, and an abnormal blob that is shown in the RUC model
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• Increased Latent Heat Flux in RUC model 
(more soil moisture), corresponding to 
observations from flights in Southern CV

9

• WRF Latent Heat Flux values in table 
correspond to afternoon averages in flight 
domain
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Presentation Notes
Average mid-day latent heat flux values (from 11am to 4pm) to match our returns from the CABOTS flights shown in the table and in the spatial maps. RUC model has increased latent heat over regions of crobpland in the west, which had increased soil moisture from before, and patches of higher latent heat in the eastern half of the CV. NOAH does not have high latent heat fluxes that would be expected over cropland, and in general has much lower LH valuesTable shows the afternoon average LH from CABOTS flights. WE can see that models that have have higher soil moisture perform better during 3/5 of flight days. Note that one flight day was thrown out from analysis, and the Airplane observations are a bulk estimate of the latent heat flux throughthe use of the scalar budget equations, in which all the terms of the budget equation were measured expect the vertical velocity at the top of the ABL (in which model results from the YSU RUC were used as filler) for each, and the LH is a residula
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Average Near Surface 
Diurnal Patterns in CV

• 2 Meter Air Temperature 
overpredicts minimums 
and underpredicts 
maximum temperatures

• 2 Meter Wind Speed is 
biased low in simulations

• 2 Meter Relative Humidity 
low throughout all 
simulations

Hour (LST) 10
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Averaged 40 CIMIS stations to get diurnal patters of near surface time series in LST with +- 1 standard deviation plotted around . Air temperature is well matched between all all models to measurements, but misses the minimum and maximum temperatures throughout the day. WS is biased low across the entire diurnal pattern. The YSU are closer to the observations in this regard, but there is very little difference between our different model runs. RH: Similar to the WS. But the MYNN NOAH performs poorly on average
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• All simulations capture standard deviation in 
the South CV, but lacks correspondence in 
North & Central 

• Models with higher soil  moisture (RUC) 
perform slightly better in simulating of near 
surface meteorology  
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TAYLOR DIAGRAMS: how to read them: uses scaled standard deviation, spearman correlation coffiecient, and the standardized root mean square error. The standard deviation of each model run has been normalized by the observations of that type (unitless). The closer to the ‘bulls eye’ (i.e. perfect standard deviation, low RMSE, and perfect correlation) the better the model performed. 4different taylor diagrams were created using k all cimis stations (41 stations) north cimis stations (6 stations), central cimis (18), and south CIMIS (17). Across all analysis, there is agreement that our most correlted values are solar radiation, air temperature, relative humidity, and 2 meter wind speed. If we look at the total central valley, we are underrepreseenteding the standard deviation at all locations for all variables, lying along the 0.8 N STD circle. In the North, our simulations perform worse than the average on all accounts, while in the south CV we have agreement between observations and wind speeds and air temperatures. Note that this analysis brings out a coupling in our results: models that have similar LSM perfrom similarly within their variables. Across all Taylor diagrams, MYNN RUC (dark blue) and YSU RUC (yellow) are coupled together, and are almost always closer to the ideal point compared to NOAH models (except with RH in the Southern CV). 
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PBL Height (m)

12*WRF PBL values correspond to afternoon averages in flight domain

Planetary Boundary Layer Height
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Presentation Notes
PBL heights from recalculated WRF outputs using a Richardson number approach to compare with airplane obseravations (since airplane observations use a similar method)(. Closer to yellow corresponds to more agreement between our observations and the model results. RUC model again outperforms compared to NOAH model runs. Between PBL schemes, the MYNN shceme perfroms better during the first two days, of comparison, but the YSU model perfroms better for the rest of the comparisons
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Planetary Boundary Layer Height

galexander@ucdavis.edu

• Afternoon PBL Distributions 
in flight region show 
disproportionately large 
PBL values

• Distributions of RUC 
models have larger IQR, 
skewed towards 
observations
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Box and whisker plots of the afternoon distributions from within the polygon. Observations are dark black box, and show the range of values expected. Black diamonds are outliers. The boxes show that the medians of the of the models very similar, and that the largest difference between RUC and NOAH is the larger IQR w/respect to lower PBL values. Could potentially mean that reason the RUC is performing better is the larger amount of surface energy being partiioned to LH instead of H, which watt for watt effects the PBL heights more. 



Conclusions
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Without accounting for irrigative soil moisture:

• Surface flux partitioning allocates more energy to sensible heat

• Boundary Layer Heights distributions are skewed to larger values

• Surface Meteorology is relative humidity and wind speeds are biased 
low in the CV



 Near surface meteorology and boundary layer properties are higher sensitive to 
different LSM treatments of soil moisture, less so to PBL schemes in the CV

Parameterization of soil moisture has a direct impact as a boundary 
condition within the CV

• RUC attempts to account for irrigation within the CV

• Noah uses standard balance equations

galexander@ucdavis.edu
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